
Instruction Manual
Pallet Truck with Scale

Please read this product manual carefully before use
Please keep this product manual for reference
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Thankyou for using this handpallet truckwith scale. For your safetyand correctoperationof the scale, please
readtheseinstructionscarefullybeforeusingit.
NOTE: (1) All of the information reported herein is based on data available at the moment of printing. The

factory reserves the right to modify its own products at any moment without notice and incurring
any sanction. So it is suggested to always verify possible updates.
(2) Prior to use this hand pallet truck with scale, the battery of scale must be charged enough.

1. GENERALSPECIFICATIONS
Model Capacity

Graduat
ion

Weighing
Accuracy

Fork size
Length Width over forks Fork Width

HR550 2000/3000kg 0.5 kg ± 0.05% 1150mm 560mm 160mm

HR680 2000/3000kg 0.5 kg ± 0.05% 1150mm 690mm 160mm
Materials and specifications are subject to change without notice.

2. TOATTACHHANDLETOPUMPUNIT
2.1Removethehandlecomponent (H100), insert it into thepumpshell .
2.2 Insert the axle at one end of the pump shell, then pump shell and handle components (H100) connection.
Please note axlethe position of the hole, Let the steel wire and nut on the chain (H09) through the axle hole
(See thehandlecomponentdiagram).
2.3Springpinfixed theaxle.
2.4Handle(H01)press thepumpplunger,and removethepin
2.5Raisethecranklink andputthepinonrodandchain(H09)intothegrooveofcranklink.
3. TOADJUSTRELEASEDEVICE

On the handle of the pallet truck, youwill find the control lever (H06)which can be set in three positions
(See Fig. 1): LOWER=to lower the forks; NEUTRAL=to move the load; ASCENT=to raise the forks. After
assembling the handle, you can adjust the three positions.
3.1 First tighten thesettingscrewon thecrank linkuntil theLOWERpositionfunctionworks.
3.2 If the forks elevate while pumping in the NEUTRAL position, turn the setting screwclockwise until

pumping thehandledoesnot raise the forksandtheNEUTRALpositionfunctionscorrectly.
3.3 If the forks descend while pumping in the NEUTRAL position, turn the setting screw counter-clockwise

until the forksdonot lower.
3.4 If the forks do not descendwhen the control lever (H06) is in the LOWERposition, turn the setting screw

clockwise until raising the control lever (H06) lowers the forks. Then check the NEUTRAL position asper
item4.2and4.3.

3.5 If the forks do not lift while pumping in the ASCENT position, turn the setting screw counter-clockwise
until the forks elevate while pumping in the ASCENT position. Then check the NEUTRALand LOWER
positionasper item4.2,4.3and4.4.

4. MAINTENANCE
4.1 OIL
Pleasecheck the oil level every sixmonths.Total oil amount is about 260ml, add injectionoil 50-100 ml,
thismustbewith theforks in the loweredposition.
Addor change thehydraulicoil according to the tablebelow.

Temperature Oil
-20℃~+40℃ L-HV46 Hydraulic oil

4.2 HOWTOEXPELAIRFROMTHEPUMPUNIT
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Air may enter the unit when the seals are replaced. Lift the control lever (H06) to the LOWERposition, then
move the handle up and down for several times.

4.3 DAILYCHECKANDMAINTENANCE
Daily check of the pallet truck can limit wear and tear of the unit. Pay special attention to thewheels,
（AY11), the axles (AY08,AY17,AY15), the handle (H100), the forks (AY01)and lift and lower control.

4.4 LUBRICATION
Use motor oil or grease to lubricate all moveable parts.

5. GUIDE TOSAFEOPERATION
For safe operationof the truck, please read all warning signs and instructionshere and on the truck before
using thistruck.
5.1 Donot operate thepallet truckunless you are familiarwith it andhave been trained or authorised to do

so.
5.2 Do not operate the truck unless you have checked its condition.Give special attention to the wheels,

thehandleassembly, the forks, liftand thelowercontrol.
5.3 Donotuse the truckonslopingground.
5.4 Never place any part of your body in the liftingmechanismor under the forks or load. Do not carry

passengers.
5.5 Theoperatorshouldwearglovesandsafetyshoesforprotection.
5.6 Donothandleunstableor looselystackedloads.
5.7 Donotoverloadthe truck.
5.8 Donotsubject tounbalancedload,eitherside to sideor along the lengthof the frame(refer toFig.2/B).
5.9 The capacity of the truck assumesan evenly distributed loadwith the centre of the load being at the

halfwaypointof the lengthof the forks(refer toFig.2)
5.10 Makesure that lengthof theforksmatches the lengthof thepallet.
5.11 Lower theforks to lowestheightwhen the truck isnotbeingused.
5.12 Atotherspecificconditionsorplaces, theoperatorshouldoperate thepallet truckcarefully.

6. TROUBLESHOOTING
NO TROUBLE CAUSE ACTION

1
The forks do not lift
to maximum height. -Not enough hydraulic oil. -Add more oil.

2
The forks do not lift
up.

-Not enough hydraulic oil.
-The oil has impurities.
-Discharge valve is out of
adjustment.
-Air in the hydraulic oil.

-Pour in more filtered oil.
-Change the oil.
-Adjust the setting screw.
-Expel the air.

3
The forks do not
descend.

-The rodand the pumpcover
are deformed resulting from a
seriously unbalancedload.
-A part has been broken or
been deformed resultingfrom
unbalancedload.
-The setting screw is not in the
correct position.

-Replace the rod or pump
cover.

-Repair or replace component.

-Adjust the setting screw .

-Seals worn out or damaged. -Replace seals with new ones.
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4 Leaks
-Somepartsmay be cracked or
worn out.

-Check and replace with new
ones.

5
The forks descend
without being
lowered.

-Impurities in the oil cause the
discharge valve to fail to close.
-Air in the oil.
-Seals worn or damaged.
-Discharge valve is out of
adjustment.

-Replace with filtered oil.

-Expel the air.
-Replace with new ones.
-Adjust the setting screw.

7. BATTERYPOWERDATAANDREPLACEMENT
7.1 Howtochangebatteries:
7.1.1 Loosenthescrewson thebatterycoverand removethecover.
7.1.2 openthescrewonbatteryandpulloutbattery ,out thesocket.
7.1.3 put thenewbatteryand insert thesocket.
7.1.4 Screwthebatterycoverplateback intoposition.
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PARTS DRAWING OF PUMP ASSEMBLY
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PARTS DRAWING OF HANDLE

PARTS LIST OF HANDLE

No. Description Q’ty No. Description Q’ty
H01
H02
H03
H04
H05
H06

Handle
Springpin
Spring leaf
Springpin
Nylon roller
Control lever

1
1
1
2
1
1

H07
H08
H09
H10
H11
H12
H13

Springpin
Springpin
Chain wire
Clanying roller
Bushing
Bushing
Axis

1
1
1
1
1
2
1
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PARTS DRAWING OF FRAME

Meter printer configuration
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PARTS LIST OF FRAME
Part

NO.
Denomination Quantity

Part

NO.
Denomination Quantity

AY01 Weighing Plate 1 AY20 Pull rod 1

AY02 Position screw 4 AY22 Screw shaft 2

AY03 Frsme 1 AY23 Junction box 1

A04 Screw 8 AY24 Fork joint 2

A05 The weighing sensor 4 AY25 Split pin 2

A06 Screw 4 AY26 Joint pin 2

A07 Nut 4 A27 Screw 2

AY08 Spring pin 8 AY28 Elevation 1

AY09 Wheel frame 4 A29 Screw 1

A10 Bearing 8 A30 Washer 2

A11 The wheel 4 A31 Spring washer 2

AY12 Wheel axle 4 A32 Screw 2

AY13 Wheel frame 2 A33DL Instrument box 1

AY14 Shaft 2 A34 Washer 1

AY15 Spring pin 2 A35 Screw 1

AY16 Shaft 2 A36 Screw 4

AY17 Pin shaft 2 A37 Screw 4

AY18 The major axis 1 A38 Meter 1

A19 Ring 2
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9.Precautions for indicator use
▲The connection between the sensor and the indicator must be reliable, and the shield wire of the
sensor must be reliably grounded
▲When the indicator is powered on, it is not allowed to plug and unplug to all connecting wires to
prevent static damage to the indicator or sensor
▲Sensors and indicator are electrostatic sensitive equipment, so anti-static measures must be taken
during the use
▲In thunderstorm season, the system must implement reliable lightning protection measures to prevent
the damage of sensor and indicator caused by lightning stroke, and ensure the personal safety of
operators and the safe operation of weighing equipment and related equipment
▲It shall not be used in the places with combustible gas or combustible steam, or in the tank system
with pressure
▲Indicators and sensors shall be far away from strong electric field, strong magnetic field, strong
corrosive objects and inflammable and explosive materials
▲Do not use strong solvent (such as benzene, nitro oil) to clean the shell
▲Do not inject liquid or other conductive particles into the indicator to prevent indicator damage and
electric shock
▲This product is not allowed to open the lead seal without authorization of the technical supervision
department, and the lead seal cannot be calibrated without damage
☆Battery is consumable, not included in the scope of "Three Guarantees"
☆In order to extend the life of the battery, it is necessary to fully charge the battery before using it
☆If it is not used for a long time, it must be charged every two months for about 20 hours
☆Handle or install with care to avoid strong vibration, impact or impact, short circuit of battery
internal electrode and damage of battery
◆In order to ensure clear display and service life of the indicator, it should be placed relatively flat
places and should not be placed under direct sunlight
◆The indicator should not be used in the place with serious dust and vibration, and should not be used
in the humid environment
◆Before plugging and unplugging the connecting line between the indicator and external equipment,
the power supply of the indicator and related equipment must be cut off
◆The external interface of the indicator shall be used in strict accordance with the method indicated in
the operation manual, and the connection shall not be changed without permission
◆This indicator is not allowed to be opened at will, otherwise it will not be warranted.

There is high-voltage and strong electricity in the indicator. Non professionals should not repair by
themselves to avoid greater damage, personal injury or accident to the system
◆Within one year from the date of sale, if there is any non-human fault in the normal use environment,
it belongs to the warranty scope. Please send the copy of the product and invoice (with the number
consistent) to the special maintenance point or dealer for professional maintenance
◆In case of exceeding the warranty period and man-made fault or other accidental damage, the
manufacturer shall charge the repair cost

Due to the improvement of product function, the printed version may be slightly different from
the actual product. Please contact the company for the latest electronic version.
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1.0 General
KL-T8 digital indicator main board adopts high-strength anti-interference single-chip microprocessor
and high-precision△ - Σ A / D conversion technology, which is convenient for secondary
development for customers, and can be used in platform scale, weighbridge, forklift and other weighing
occasions.
Main functions: accumulation,animal scale,counting,printing,RS232 communication. technical
parameter
◆Executive standard: GB/T 7724-2008
◆Accuracy level: III calibration index n=3000
◆A / D conversion mode: Adopt△ - ∑ technology, 10 times per second
◆Input sensitivity: ≥1.5uV/e
◆Sensor supply bridge voltage: DC 5V, 1-6 numbers of 350 Ω resistance strain gauge
sensors can be connected
◆Signal input range: -16mV~18mV
◆Sensor connection mode: 4-wire
◆6V battery charger: Input 110 ~ 220VAC output 7.3VDC
◆External battery: 6V4AH
◆Division: 1 / 2 / 5 / 10 / 20 / 50 optional
◆The storage temperature: -20oC 60oC, humidity 10% ~ 95% (RH), non condensing
◆Weight: Around 0.5kg

2.0 Install
2.1 Main board diagram
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2.2 Specification Terminal Description

▲ The connection between the sensor and the indicator must be reliable, the sensor shield line and the
metal shell must be reliably connected with ground. The connecting wire shall not be allowed to be
plugged in and out of the instrument to prevent electrostatic damage to the indicator and sensor.

▲The sensor and the indicator are all electrostatic sensitive equipment, and anti-static measures must
be taken when using .It is strictly forbidden to do electric welding or other strong electricity operation
on the weighing table. In thunderstorm season, reliable lightning protection measures must to be
implemented to prevent the damage of sensor and the indicator caused by lightning strike, ensure the
personal safety of operators and the safe operation of weighing equipment and related equipment.

3.0 Operation instruction

3.1 Key instruction

S1：Power on/off Key
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3.2 Power on and power on automatic zero setting Press the power key to control the indicator’s
electric source, and the indicator can be self-checked and displayed after the machine is turned on. If
the scale deviates from the zero point when the calibration is completed, the indicator will
automatically set zero if it is still in the range of automatic zero setting, the indicator will display zero
and the "zero position" indicator light will be on, and if it deviates from the zero setting range, the
current reading will be displayed. If "--" is set in the boot zero range, which is the last shutdown zero,
Zero setting is not performed, it automatically reads the zero point at the last shutdown and displays the
current weight.

3.3 Manual zero setting
Press the "→0←" button to set zero in the range of manual zero at the gross weight of the indicator,
when in the "net weight" display mode is invalid

3.4 Tare Operation
When the gross weight and net weight are larger than zero, the tare operation can be carried out when it
is stable, after pressing the "→T←" key the indicator display reading is "0" , the tare is the current
gross weight, and enters the "net weight" display mode, the "net weight" indicator light is on; when the
gross weight is "0" and in the "net weight" display mode, press the "→T←" key to exit the "net weight"
display mode.

3.5 Accumulation, cumulative and zero-clearing operations
1, When the net weight is bigger than the minimum weighing value (5 division) and isstable, press the
"∑" key to accumulate the current net weight, the "∑" indicator lights up and display the total
accumulative value, and then display the accumulative number of times【n ***】 after 3 seconds, it
automatically display accumulative state after 3 seconds; the next operation must be done after the net
weight is smaller than the minimum weighing value;
2, In the weighing state long press "∑" key until buzzer prompt release ," Fn" and "∑" is light on, can
read the total cumulative amount, press "→0←" key to read the cumulative number of times, and then
press "0" key to exit;
3, Long press the "∑" key to enter the cumulative display, press the "→T←" after the
prompt [CLEAr-]. That is, prompt whether to clear the cumulative amount, press
"→0←" key to clear, press "F" key to exit, do not clear.
The instructions are as follows:
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3.6 Print Function
1. Communication mode CO parameter set to 7
2. Can be connected to serial printer for printing
3. When the net weight is larger than the minimum weight value (5 division) and
stable, press "∑" key to print the current net weight, gross weight.
3.7 Other Parameter Setting And Function Description
Under normal weighing state ,long press the “F” key until the buzzer prompts you to let go ,and then
enter parameter setting.The detailed steps are as follows:
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★If parameter setting is completed,just press”F” key to exit quickly.
Introduction of counting function：
When the key "F" is pressed, the indicator "F" lights up, the unit indicator lights out, and cancel the
decimal point indicating,it shows that the display quantity state hasbeen entered. Place the samples
which has been known the quality on the weighing platform, long press "F" key, the indicator shows
"30" and flashing, input the sample number, press “→0←” key can make the flashing position to the
right, press "Σ" key increase flashing digits , press“→0←” key to confirm, and then display the
number.
Communication mode format：

3.8 Battery maintenance and precautions

Use a sensor on full charge, no power saving mode, can work continuously for about 30 hours, if using
power saving mode can be extended by another 1/3 or longer.When the adapter is plugged in, the meter
automatically charges the battery, and the "charging" indicator light of the meter will be prompted
according to the charging situation when it is turned off: when the battery is insufficient, the indicator
light is red; when the battery is fully charged, it is green; the charging time of shutdown is around 24
hours.

The battery is consumable and does not belong to the scope of “three guarantees”
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★In order to extend the service life of the battery,it must be fully charged before use.If the indicator is
not used for a long time, it must be charged every two months for 24 hours each time.
★In handling or installation must be carefully placed, avoid strong vibration, avoid impact or impact,
to prevent the battery internal electrode short circuit, damage to the battery.

3.9 Low voltage alarm and automatic shutdown

If only using the battery for work, when the battery power is low (the voltage is less than 5.8V or so), a
low voltage reminder will be issued. The indicator light of "out of power" of the instrument will flash
and display [Lo BAt] every one minute to prompt the user to charge as soon as possible.When the
battery power is seriously low (the voltage is less than 5.6V or so), the indicator will shut down
automatically

4.0 Calibration method
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5.0 Other calibration parameter settings

6.0Error message prompt
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